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intro
This issue of the Spiritry Mind is a curated work; a collection of freshly selected
pieces from the past and present, chosen by intuition for their particular
relevance to me. It represents where I stand amid the collective unconscious at
this time. There’s nothing new under the sun, and cycles have a way of layering a
message until it grows sturdy and strong enough to stand on its own. It awakens
as needed, and adjusts itself to accommodate the situation at hand. May this
offering provide inspiration, information, and nourishment for the journey.

From Inventory to Invocation: Calling Inner-Self Forward
Curating is the gathering together of individual pieces to make a cohesive
collection with an aligned meaning. Calling the Inner-Self forward is an act of
curating energy that helps you create your desired outcomes. I have been
teaching for many years about the wealth and power of Spiritual Currency. I invite
you to gather words, music, images, and intention to curate, cultivate and craft
your vision. I challenge you to do as Nelson Mandela said, "..make manifest the
glory of God within..."

Take a moment of singular focus and attention. Read this from cover to cover.
Use these word notes to fuel your best expressions. 

 2 - Intro
 3 - Poem: Answeringness
 4 - Poem: Whole Holy Beloved
 4 - Poem: Unapologetic
 5 - Taking Inventory, an essay
 6 - Poem: I Wonder
 7 - Discrepancies, an essay
 8 - Mid-summer Reading

inside this issue



The Spiritry Intuition Deck
 

“The cards are a way for you to get
there quicker. Where? The personal

knowing and acceptance that you are
precious, honored, and beloved.

Questions about how God feels about
you and thinks of you no longer need

to keep you from living your best life.” 
 

Order for yourself or as a gift:
spiritry.com/sid

This is what we have. This is who we are. This is what we do:

We answer life.

We enlarge ourselves in order to occupy the places we must go

We expand according to the anointing upon us and the ase within us

We grow in proportion to the take at hand

We become who we need to be to do what needs to be done

We wield the natural and supernatural tools at our disposal 

We invoke commune embody divine 

Answeringness
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May pleading begging longing 

have no place in you

No need to stand 

outside yourself 

struggling for a blessing

Neither bereft nor forsaken 

consider yourself Gathered 

You are Answered-Prayer

and your name shall be called

Whole Holy Beloved

Whole Holy Beloved
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That which I have done without apology

has been most rewarding for me

Most efficacious useful relevant and necessary

There’s something to be said for moving beyond

embodied restrictions internalized oppressions

Shoulds oughts and supposed to be’s

There’s a force that comes with answering unapologetic hunger and impulses

A liberation that is born from pursuing unabated and unrelenting desire

Unapologetic



taking inventory
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I am told that nothing is unto itself
Only that which I bring to it
That I assign meaning
Attribute power
Confer beauty

I give meaning and substance; I make it something and I can make it nothing. It is from this
place of power that I create my world and influence life around me. What stirs God? What
stirs me? What rouses the spirit of God in me? By what am I affected? What turns me on,
gets under my skin, awakens the spirit within me? Always be asking these questions and
know the answers.

How and what am I feeling? What are my thoughts about this? Is this building me up;
strengthening me; inspiring me? What feels drawn to those words; that music or offering?
What do I want to stir and awaken in me? What do I want to feel? Where do I feel led to
explore further? What energy do I seek? What do I want to build and then express? What
will help me prepare? Get in the mood for whatever I am about to do. What am I in the
mood for? What do I have a taste or craving for? What am I building or creating now and
what is needed at this point of the process? What turns on my power; activates my gifts?
What is my process or trigger? What does it for me, every time? Most of the time? What
works; what doesn’t? What ritual, practice, formula, or technique? What do I need to feel to
be able to do what I do?  What turns me on, spirit, soul, and body? Is it one thing or a
combination of things? What do I want to focus on; what energies do I want enhanced and
strengthened and brought to the fore? 

What offering will the spirit of me receive, appease, cajole, arouse, awaken, engage? What
will please? Satisfy, excite, garner the cooperation of. What food, music, colors, words,
images, sentiments, etc. What are the rules to get me? What pleases me? What is special or
intimate that you could offer me? What could I offer myself? What would soothe, satisfy,
comfort me? What to do to make me more amenable. What lifts my spirits? What puts me
in a good mood? Makes me happy? Triggers my joy? Can I give it to myself? Do it for me?
Am I waiting for it and from whom? Is it something I can provide? What is it, exactly? The
essence and substance of it? What is the feeling of it, regardless of its physicality? 

Whom am I being? What aspect of myself is dominant now? Which self can handle this?
Does it have to be one at a time or all aspects of me at the same time? 

My eternal response is to always be focusing on what pleases me: sunshine, good food,
fun, people, music, celebration, hospitality; loving, dancing, traveling, writing, speaking,
reading, magic, and creativity. The list is endless; my answer is singular: whatever delights
my soul.*



It’ll be interesting to see

what spiritual resources will show up

to assist me at this time

Which of my word-children will make it their business

to come sit with me for a spell

What dormant word awakened which message

deeply ingrained and implanted will arise

bubbling to the surface

Which body of my work my creations what combination

of seeds sown and intentions set will organize themselves

in some coherent cohesive manner which poem

each verse bone to its bone willing to take on flesh and sinew

in order to show up in person and see about me

“They've had what they've been searching for in them all along. I

don't know what's in you. You'll have to find that out for yourself. But

I do know one thing: you'll never find it in the safety of this room. I

tried that all my life. It doesn't work. There's a whole world out there.

And you'll have to begin by letting people see who you really are.”

Diana Ross as Dorothy in The Wiz
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I Wonder



discrepancies
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Do not concern yourself with the seeming discrepancy between who you are in your inner
reality, and how you may appear to be to others. Do not try to fix or adjust what you feel
may be off; just align with yourself. Don't doubt your self-expression. Stop twisting yourself
up, trying to see what others see. Your only job is to be wholly you, authentically expressing
who you really are. Don't try to control others' perceptions of you. People will see, feel, and
experience what they're supposed to in your presence. And much of it will have little or
nothing to do with you. Just let it be. Do you. Let the Blessing that you choose fall wherever
and however it will. 

Although your inner reality largely determines your outer reality, the two don't always feel
like they’re matching up. You may feel poised one minute, and awkward the next. It's ok.
Choose the trait you want to identify with the most and lean into it. Be okay with knowing
that you're both, simultaneously. The difference lies in what you focus on and where your
attention goes most often. The mysterious power of vulnerability kicks in when you honor
yourself, allow grace, make peace with apparent discrepancies, and share the Blessing that
you are, regardless. Others will be blessed as a natural consequence. *



midpoint of summer reading
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As summer rages on, you’ll likely find it impossible to swallow bullsh**, or tolerate
lukewarm commitments, slow mental processing or lazy followthrough. A strong urge to
buck the system (assertively address your concerns) will poke at you until you address
what’s been crawling under your skin since the solstice. Whatever is bothering you, let it
out. Say something. Present your point of view as clearly as you can. When presenting your
unique perspective and possibly odd way of handling things, it may seem like you are
standing alone before a council of elders guarding the status quo as if their lives depended
on it. Your job is to find a way to clearly articulate your message and/or solution in a way
that can be received and understood. While some will always find a reason to not agree or
shoot down any progressive ideas, you might be surprised by a few supporters in the
crowd. The twist here is that sometimes your strongest advocates and allies may not be of
the flesh and blood variety, but members of your invisible court: spirit guides, ancestors,
angels, consorts, and other entities. In other words, your Help might not be who or what
you think it is. God works in mysterious ways his wonders to perform.

The quicker you accept the reality of your visible and invisible cheerleaders, the easier it will
be to rally, organize and lead them, and turn your ideas into meaningful action. 

Calafia, maiden of flames - Aries
Can you stand in calm confidence amid others
who disagree with you or don't understand
your perspective? Can you stand in your truth
even when standing alone? Of course you can.
It's called Life, and Calafia, the black warrior
goddess of California, is more than capable of
showing you the ropes when it comes to
standing up for yourself and what you believe
in. She knows how to stand and she knows how
to fight. You have your own version of this
energy within you; one that refuses to back
down when confronted with a contrasting
reality. The intensity of summer’s midpoint
accurately reflects and expresses the passion
of this Maiden of Flames. 



Faithful as ever, you keep trying to negotiate peacefully and come to reasonable
conclusions about your life while under the threat of erasure by people who could care
less about you or your feelings. Sometimes you have to just count your blessings, cut your
losses, and take the zero because the kumbaya moment you’ve been looking for ain’t
gonna happen. Remember that you are the product of a different reality than the one
being pushed by the status quo. This is when you stand up, and the Faith in you looks
directly into the face of so-called reality and says, I know something different. Since when
have you ever been subject to the dictates of the world? You were born of faith. Live like
the magical being you are and put an end to the game by refusing to play. Stake your claim,
draw and respect your boundaries, and watch the outer world adjust - willingly or not - to
the internal changes you have made. 

There is medicine for every situation. Your work is to find the right remedy for what’s
troubling you. Be aware that you may have to forgo ‘niceness’ in order to tap into the
strength and energy necessary to bring about the changes you seek. Although it may be
imperceptible by human standards, there is a powerful internal shift you can make. Seek
wise counsel, and have your intuition at the ready.*

reading, continued
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Manipulation, six of blades
Six of blades speaks about survival, strongly
suggesting that you stay vigilant at this time.
There are things going on around you that you
do not want to see because you may feel
powerless to change them. ‘Manipulate’ means
to work with the hands skillfully. We tend to
follow definitions that speak of unscrupulous
behavior. It's time to take another look and
reclaim language by leaning toward definitions
that support and include the spiritual, magical,
and metaphysical aspects of our everyday lives.



SPIRITRY SERVICES
Spiritry Tarot Reading An opportunity to
look beyond the veil of circumstances into
spiritual truths using round, multicultural
goddess-centered tarot with an empowering
philosophy. Identify recurring personal
patterns and potential strategies

Personal Power Breakthrough Session -
Break through your personal glass ceiling
into the realm of unlimited possibility with a
paradigm-shifting intuitive reading and
coaching session in one!

The Spiritry Tarot Apprenticeship - This
four-month program is framed within the
context of women’s spirituality during which
you will gain proficiency in the craft of
divining with Tarot as a vehicle for honing
your gifts of spiritual discernment and
intuition. Unavailable until further notice.
Light, peace, and progress to the spirit of the
late Ffiona Morgan.

Spiritual Currency (How to Get it, Spend it,
And Save it) is designed to help you take
your spiritual development to a new level by
creating, activating, and managing your
Spiritual Currency Portfolio. ‘Currency’ is a
term I use to describe sacred words and
things--quotes, lyrics, scripture, images,
symbols, songs--that embody and express
your spiritual treasures, gifts, and blessings.
Just as with monetary currency, spiritual
currency is something that can be acquired,
saved, exchanged, and spent.

Spiritry Life Coaching is designed for
Spiritually-minded people who are leaders in
their lives and communities, who use
journaling and affirmation work as primary
tools in their personal spiritual practice and
are ready to take that practice to the next
level through Spiritry. In our coaching
program, learn how to use your most
powerful words to experience divine
appreciation for Who You Really Are.

Much gratitude to clients and supporters who receive and gain benefit from any Spiritry
offerings. Thanks to every source of inspiration, knowledge, and wisdom that expands

the good work.
 

Special thanks and honor to the memory of Ffiona Morgan, the creator of 
Daughters of the Moon Tarot. Light and rest to her spirit.
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